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Real World Feedback

• MBA Class: Strategic Marketing

• Term project: Strategic Marketing Plan

• Normal grade feedback

• Additional learning opportunity



Real World Feedback

• Goals

> Provide a taste of the type of abstruse feedback bosses sometimes provide

> Allows students to make decisions about whether to take management coaching or 

to “stick to their guns”

• Process

> Email from “VP of Marketing” with reactions to draft of plan segment

> Student shares feedback with classmate serving as Consulting Partner

> Student presents final plan at end of term with revisions based on advice form boss 

and Consulting Partner



VP Feedback

Glad to see you thinking about ideas for leveraging the brand you are trying to develop.  However, I think 

our CMO will be skeptical about a downward stretch since we are already at the low end of the market.

I’d like to think we could hit all of these objectives, but this might be too much to bite 

off, as they might each need their own specific ad or other kind off promo tactic.

FYI, Bill (our VP of Manufacturing) is whispering in Tom’s ear about an idea for having 

some standalone Majestic stores.  You may know that he came from Nike (although 

not in Marketing) and they’ve had some good luck with their own retail stores. 

A VMS is more of a hassle to set up, but if 

you are going to be dealing with this many 

retailers, you may need it.

I think your media choices look pretty good.  FYI, given the 

lower price point and margins on the new line, I don’t see Tom 

agreeing to prime time TV commercials. 

FYI, Bill (our VP of Manufacturing) is whispering in Tom’s ear about an 

idea for having some standalone Majestic stores.  You may know that he 

came from Nike (although not in Marketing) and they’ve had some good 

luck with their own retail stores. 

Regarding media, you should be aware that Carol (CMO) is a little sour on 

TV.  She made an interesting comment the other day: 

I hope you are not coming to me with an expensive prime time TV 

campaign.  We tried that with our traditional products and we hardly got 

a blip of a change in product awareness in our market research 

following the campaign and there was no positive move in sales 

revenues.

•Politics

•Personality

•self-Promotion

•Pig-Headedness


